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Abstract
Background: Evolutionary divergence and speciation often occur at a slower rate in the marine realm due to the
higher potential for long-distance reproductive interaction through larval dispersal. One common evolutionary pattern in the Indo-Pacific, is divergence of populations and species at the peripheries of widely-distributed organisms.
However, the evolutionary and demographic histories of such divergence are yet to be well understood. Here we
address these issues by coupling genome-wide SNP data with mitochondrial DNA sequences to test the patterns of
genetic divergence and possible secondary contact among geographically distant populations of the highly valuable
spiny lobster Panulirus homarus species complex, distributed widely through the Indo-Pacific, from South Africa to the
Marquesas Islands.
Result: After stringent filtering, 2020 SNPs were used for population genetic and demographic analyses, revealing
strong regional structure (FST = 0.148, P < 0001), superficially in accordance with previous analyses. However, detailed
demographic analyses supported a much more complex evolutionary history of these populations, including a hybrid
origin of a North-West Indian Ocean (NWIO) population, which has previously been discriminated morphologically,
but not genetically. The best-supported demographic models suggested that the current genetic relationships
among populations were due to a complex series of past divergences followed by asymmetric migration in more
recent times.
Conclusion: Overall, this study suggests that alternating periods of marine divergence and gene flow have driven
the current genetic patterns observed in this lobster and may help explain the observed wider patterns of marine
species diversity in the Indo-Pacific.
Keywords: Genome-wide SNPs, Panulirus homarus complex, Admixture, Demography
Background
In comparison to the terrestrial environment, historical population divergence and speciation in the marine
environment is believed to have occurred at a relatively
slow pace, with historical interactions poorly understood,
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due to difficulties in easily observing the most important
barriers to gene flow in this realm. Past heterogeneous
historical changes in the marine environment and currents, have affected connectivity and dispersal patterns
over time, resulting in complex patterns of speciation
that are not easily discerned from the present. A variety
of speciation processes have been proposed to explain
patterns of marine diversity in the Indo-Pacific, including
speciation from a center of origin in the Indo-Australian
Archipelago [1], vicariant speciation between the Indian
and Pacific Oceans (across the “marine Wallace’s Line”
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[2]), and peripheral (centripetal) speciation of isolated
populations [3]. However, most of the clear genetic evidence of marine speciation processes in this region are
taken from either long-diverged species [4], or separate
populations within a species that are likely to be a long
way from speciation e.g. [5];. As such, these examples are
often contradictory in their conclusions as to the major
forces driving speciation. Therefore, examining a species
complex with a wide spatial and temporal scale of distribution with geographically overlapping lineages, and
with a divergence dynamic evidenced through reproductive isolation can help us to understand the processes of
marine speciation.
Examining situations where there are historical patterns of lineage divergence and secondary contact in
both core and peripheral populations, are important
not only in understanding speciation process, but also
for the current conservation and management of species in the marine environment. Spiny lobsters (i.e.,
Palinuridae) with wide distributions and high species
diversity can be viewed as an excellent model for understanding demographic patterns of marine diversity and
speciation. Furthermore, their extended pelagic larval
periods (4–12 months [6];) could be expected to facilitate wide dispersal and high levels of population connectivity. However, previous studies on several species
of spiny lobsters (using mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
and nuclear microsatellites) have revealed a surprising
degree of genetic structure and divergent lineages, especially at the peripheries of the distributions of some species [7–11]. However, the demographic complexities of
those relationships have so far eluded discovery. While it
is clear that both genetic divergences and genetic mixing
have occurred in the evolutionary past of these species,
the complexity of the demographic patterns and timing
of these events have not been adequately resolved.
In marine organisms, genome-wide SNP discovery has
been of considerable assistance in improving our understanding of the degree of population genetic differences
[12, 13], detection of secondary contact [14], and the
effect of local environmental adaptation [15]. The joint
allele frequency spectrum (AFS) from genome-wide SNP
data has recently been used successfully to investigate
historical demography of several non-model marine species (e.g., [16]). Understanding the degree of secondary
contact, admixture and the potential fitness of hybrids or
parental populations can also be useful for aquaculture,
through an understanding of the genetic diversity within
target species, and by helping to identify the source of
unique broodstock.
Spiny lobsters play a key ecological role as predators
in marine ecosystems in many parts of the world. They
are also a major economic resource for artisanal and
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commercial fisheries in tropical, subtropical and temperate ocean regions of the world, with combined annual
landings valued at over US$1 billion [17]. Because of their
high economic value and increasing demand in markets,
their populations are frequently stressed through overfishing [18] in addition to potential widespread habitat
destruction and decreases in larval recruitment driven
by climate change processes [19, 20]. Despite the global
significance of spiny lobsters, their phylogeographic patterns and adaptive divergence are poorly understood.
Among Indo-Pacific spiny lobster species, the Panulirus homarus (Linnaeus, 1758) species complex has a
strong genetic structure along with a very extensive distribution, despite its long larval period (~ 6 months). The
species has three or four morphological subspecies (differentiated by color pattern and squamae, or sculpturation pattern in grooves of abdominal tergits) [21, 22]
(Supplementary file 1- Fig. S1). Our previous research
using mtDNA and ITS-1 sequences, and microsatellite variation, confirmed the genetic difference of the P.
homarus rubellus subspecies from South African (SA)
waters, with the possibility of limited secondary contact
with the adjacent P. h. homarus subspecies in the Indian
Ocean [10]. However, the data refuted the genetic distinctiveness of the morphologically-defined P. h. megasculpta samples from the coasts of Iran and Oman in
Northwest Indian Ocean (NWIO). Instead, the genetic
data indicated that P. homarus from each of the East
African (EA), NWIO, and core region of the East Indian
Ocean/Indo-Australian Archipelago all belonged to the
P. h. homarus subspecies, with only a small degree of
genetic divergence between each region. The small and
isolated eastern peripheral population in the Marquesas
Islands (MI) in the central Pacific Ocean had previously
been identified as another potential subspecies (P. h.
“Brown”), but was identified genetically as merely a divergent remnant population [9, 10]. However, it remains
unclear what are the detailed historical genetic relationships among all these regional subspecies and populations (i.e., P. h. rubellus from SA, and P. h. homarus from
its “Central core” region of the East Indian Ocean/IndoAustralian archipelago, and its peripheral populations
in EA, NWIO, and MI), or what are the drivers of these
potentially complex patterns of divergence.
Here we used genomic SNP and mtDNA sequencing data to test a variety of potential historical models
of population divergence, admixture and demographic
size change, to determine the most likely evolutionary
histories of the P. homarus complex throughout its wide
distribution. Additionally, we undertook an initial tests
of predictions of the “core-periphery hypothesis (CPH)
from which it could be anticipated the genetic variation
and demographic size of a species’ decreases from the
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center to the edge of its geographic distribution, along
with the degree of connectivity [23] as observed in some
other Indo-Pacific marine species [e.g.,7]. This study provides a better understanding of the crucial genetic processes leading to lineage divergence and the maintenance
of reproductive isolation in marine organisms before full
reproductive incompatibility has been achieved.

Material and methods
Sample collection and DArTseq genotyping

Muscle tissue was taken from the pleopods of lobster
specimens sampled from all five major regions across
the Indo-Pacific Ocean known to be genetically differentiated from previous studies [9] (Fig. 1, Table 1).

Sampling included subtypes from South Africa (SA) in
the Southwest Indian Ocean (morphotype described as
P. h. rubellus), Tanzania in eastern Africa (EA) (morphotype described as P. h. homarus), Oman and Iran in the
Northwest Indian Ocean (NWIO) (morphotype previously described as P. h. megasculpta), from the species’
genetically homogeneous “Central core” (C) distribution throughout the East Indian Ocean/Indo-Australian
Archipelago (with representative samples from South
India) (morphotype described as P. h. homarus), and
from the Marquesas Islands (MI) isolated population in
the mid-Pacific Ocean (morphotype described as P. h.
“Brown”). The samples were either purchased from fishers or fisheries markets after confirmation of geographic
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Fig. 1 Species distribution and sampling locations for P. homarus spiny lobsters in the Indo-Pacific Ocean. Circles are sampling locations in this
study and color represents the morphotypes (orange: South Africa P. h. rubellus (SA); blue: Northwest Indian Ocean (previously P. h. megasculpta)
(NWIO), green: Central P. h. homarus (C); purple: Marquesas Islands (MI) (previously P. h. Brown). Color dashed lines show the hybrid zones

Table 1 Sample sizes sequenced for SNP discovery using DArTseq for each region, along with genetic diversity indices
Location (Abbreviation)

N

MLH

South Africa (SA)

56a

0.289

East Africa (EA)

14

0.225

Northwest Indian Ocean (NWIO)

77

0.312

Central (C)

33

0.247

Marquesas Islands (MI)

11

0.050

AR
1.25 + 016

1.21 ± 0.18

1.27 ± 0.14

1.22 ± 0.18

1.10 ± 0.18

sMLH

FIS

He (±SD)

Ho (±SD)

1.000 (0.1608)

0.369

0.210 (0.1757)

0.135 (0.1376)

0.986 (0.1608)

0.262

0.155 (0.1763)

0.1205 (0.160)

1.008 (0.1608)

0.345

0.239 (0.1698)

0.158 (0.1344)

0.998 (0.1609)

0.271

0.161 (0.1722)

0.120 (0.1477)

0.998 (0.1608)

0.137

0.059 (0.1490)

0.059 (0.1490)

N number of samples, MLH multilocus heterozygosity, AR allelic richness, sMLH standardized multilocus heterozygosity, FIS inbreeding coefficient, He expected
heterozygosity, Ho observed heterozygosity. Further indices are provided in Supplementary Table S4.a mtCR dataset sample size = 57
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location of capture or obtained by courtesy of research
organizations as described in Lavery et al. [10] and preserved in 95% ethanol. SNP discovery used a genotype
by-sequencing approach (Diversity Array Technology
DArTseq; DArT Pty Ltd. Canberra, Australia) from
approximately 40 mg of ethanol preserved muscle tissue
from each specimen, as described in Sansaloni et al. [24].
Genomic DNA was digested using a combination of PtsI
and HpaII enzymes, and then size selected. Pooled multiplexed libraries (94 individuals and 2 negative controls
in each) were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 platform for 77 cycles.
Quality control, genetic structure diversity and analysis

After sequence data analysis, QC and SNP calling by the
Diversity Array Technology proprietary pipeline (DArT
PL) (see Lind et al. [25]) genotypic data were provided in
CSV format. The monomorphic loci and SNPs with call
rates of non-missing values below 90% for loci (80% for
individuals), minimum depth rate of five and technical
repeatability (consistency of marker in technical replicate) less than 95% and were filtered out. Then the dataset was filtered to obtain only one SNP per sequenced tag
in dartR package [26]. The hamming distance threshold
of 0.25 was applied to filter out paralogous loci also in
dartR. Deviation from HWE (P < 0.00001) and linkage
disequilibrium (r2 > 0.80) of loci were pruned in Plink
1.9 [27]. Finally, loci and individuals with more than 10%
missing data and minor allele frequency below 2% [12]
were also removed using Plink 1.9 prior to further population genetic or demography analysis.
Population genetic diversity indices including, expected
(HE) and observed (HO) heterozygosity and inbreeding
coefficient (FIS) were estimated by Genetix [28]. Standardized multi-locus heterozygosity (sMLH) was calculated for each population using inbreedR package [29].
Allelic richness (AR) was calculated in diveRsity package
in R [30]. Several different methods were used to detect
outlier loci, under potential divergent or balancing selection, including BayeScan v2.1 [31], Outflank [32], and
FDIST coalescent simulation implemented in Arlequin
3.5 [33], using hierarchical island model and 100,000 simulations. The false discovery rate (FDR) correction of 0.05
was applied to account for multiple testing.
Phylogeography, admixture, and demographic history
analysis

Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) and pairwise
FST was performed in R package StAMMP [34] for the
whole SNP dataset and for loci putatively under selection.
Discriminant analysis of principle components (DAPC)
was performed in adegenet package [35] to visualize the
genetic structure of populations in multivariate space
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after finding the optimal number of clusters. A Principal Coordinate analysis (PCoA) was also performed
using dartR gl.pcoa function for visually revealing genetic
structure. Population admixture and ancestry analysis
was carried out in ADMIXTURE program [36] and LEA
package [37] with sNMF function. Initially, the most
likely number of K was estimated by using a broad range
of possible clusters (K = 1–12), and then optimal K with
higher confidence (K = 2–5) were run with 10 replicates
to find the best K. Regarding the previously reported
morphological difference and also those observed in our
samples (Supplementary file 1- Fig. S1) and based on our
admixture analysis results, we tested the possibility of
hybridization events further. The hybrid occurrence and
probability among lineages of P. homarus, was checked
in NEWHYBRIDS [38] using Jeffreys-like prior based on
the 300 highest FST loci. The phylogeographic relationship of individuals from the SNP dataset was represented
in a minimum spanning network constructed from Bruvo’s distance in Poppr package [39].
Historical demographic patterns were evaluated
using the ∂a∂i package in Python3.8 based on methods
described in Gutenkunst et al. [40] using the AFS. An
allele SNP matrix was imported into ∂a∂i and the folded
frequency spectrum was created. Then various demographic scenarios, including combinations of population split, migration (secondary contact), and population
size change were tested on the specific population pairs
of interest after finding the best projection for each pair.
The EA population was found to be genetically similar
to that of the Central (C) region in genetic analysis and
were excluded for these analyses. The final comparisons
used were P. h. rubellus in SA versus the adjacent Indian
Ocean/Central P. h. homarus; P. h. megasculpta in NWIO
versus the adjacent Central P. h. homarus; and the Central P. h. homarus MI. The demographic scenarios compared included a standard neutral model (population
split with constant population size over time), population
size change, secondary contact, and division into different time periods (see Supplementary file 2 for details).
Asymmetric migration rates were considered wherever
migration (2Nref migrants per generation) was included
in the models. The best scenario was selected using loglikelihood and Akaike information criterion (AIC) and
was confirmed by visually comparing the data and model
allele frequency spectrum plots. Then the best model’s parameters were optimized using 100 simulations.
Further details of model selection and analysis were as
described in Silva et al. [16] and Portik et al. [41]. The
conversion of the obtained demographic parameters to
biological units ( Nref, mutation rate and generation time)
was carried out as per Silva et al. [16]. For comparison,
equivalent demographic analyses were also performed
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using approximate Bayesian computation in DIYABC
[42] with the same demographic scenarios simulated for
one million summary statistics per scenario. The goodness-of-fit for models with the highest posterior probabilities was estimated using the model checking option
in DIYABC.
The maximum likelihood tree haplotypic median-joining network and Bayesian clustering (K = 3 was the best
fitting number based on likelihood values) using BAPS
[43] of the mitochondrial control region (mtCR) on the
same samples for which DArTseq was performed as
described in Farhadi et al. [9]. A putative hybrid sample
with P. homarus mtCR lineage from SA (PhSa78) database failed in SNP genotyping and therefore was only
included in mtCR analysis.

Results
After filtering steps, a total of 2020 SNP loci for 191 individuals were retained for analysis (detail on the number
of loci retained in each filtering step and each criterion is
presented in Supplementary file 1- Table S1).
Measures of heterozygosity and inbreeding across all
surveyed populations (Table 1) indicate that, compared
to the large Central Core population (C), the NWIO and
SA populations have somewhat elevated heterozygosity
(Ho, He, sMLH & AR) as well as inbreeding (FIS), while
the MI population has considerably lower values for all
these measures. Moreover, the highest values of diversity
indices were observed for NWIO and then SA populations. Arlequin and BayeScan identified 181 and 121 outlier loci respectively and those SNPs shared between the
results of these two methods (81) were considered as outliers for further analyses. No outlier loci were detected by
outflank.
Genetic structure

The AMOVA test of population structure across the
entire SNP data set revealed significant genetic structure
(FST = 0.148, P < 0.0001, and outlier 
FST = 0.637 versus
mtDNA ФST = 0.68, P < 0. 001) among the five regional
groupings. Pairwise genetic differentiation tests showed
the highest difference between MI and all other regions,
and the smallest differences between the Central and EA
regions, for both data sets (Table 2). The pairwise FST values between SA P. h. rubellus (including putative hybrid
specimens) and all other locations except MI were lower
than the divergences observed for the MI, in contrast
to the pattern observed in mtCR DNA sequence data
(Table 1 and Supplementary file 1- Table S2). Overall, as
expected, outlier loci showed greater F
 ST values than the
entire data set, but also showed comparatively greater
divergence of the MI.
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Table 2 Pairwise SNP F ST values between regional populations
of P. homarus
SA

EA

NWIO

C

MI

SA

0

0.2329

0.1206

0.2124

0.5679

EA

0.1227

0

0.1119

0.0325

0.3514

NWIO

0.072

0.0501

0

0.0637

0.4965

C

0.1269

0.0171

0.0475

0

0.4092

MI

0.2539

0.2302

0.1892

0.1227

0

Above diagonal are values from outlier SNPs, below diagonal from the entire
SNP dataset. All FST values were significant after Bonferroni correction (bold)

All these relationships are also clearly apparent in the
DAPC analyses (Fig. 2). Across all loci (Fig. 2a), both
peripheral MI and SA populations were clearly differentiated from the others with discriminant analysis (DA)
1 and 2, while DA 2 and 3 clearly differentiated NWIO
from EA & C populations. The DAPC analysis of outlier
loci revealed some slightly different patterns (Fig. 2b).
Comparatively, the MI population was more divergent
while the other populations were less differentiated.
Furthermore, some P. h. rubellus individuals from SA
were more similar to P. h. homarus individuals from the
Indian Ocean, and the NWIO individuals appeared as a
diverse group of two clusters (Fig. 2b; also PCoA analysis, Supplementary file 1- Fig. S2).
Assignment analyses of SNP and mtDNA data (Fig. 3)
revealed strong population clustering, both with similar results seen in the most peripheral populations
(SA and MI), but differences among the Indian Ocean
populations. Both admixture (Fig. 3a) and LEA analyses
(Supplementary file 1- Fig. S2) of SNP data revealed an
optimal clustering of k = 4. Both the MI and SA populations were generally well-differentiated from the other
populations, but a number of SA individuals appear
to have mixed ancestry with the adjacent main P. h.
homarus cluster. Within the other Indian Ocean populations, the individuals from NWIO appear to have a
largely mixed ancestry between a genetic lineage found
in the NWIO and Central populations, and a second
lineage which constitutes the entire ancestry of a small
number of individuals (total of 11 samples) sampled
from both Oman and Iran (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
file 1- Fig. S3). In contrast, the mtDNA (Fig. 3b) and
previous microsatellite analysis [9], revealed only that
the EA, NWIO and C populations were a single cluster with some mixed origin. These relationships are
somewhat clarified with the help of minimum spanning
networks depicting the relationships among genomic
genotypes and mtDNA haplotypes (Fig. 4). In the
mtDNA network, it is only the SA and MI populations
that demostrate clear phylogeographic divergences,
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Fig. 3 Bar-plot of admixture (top, at optimal K = 4), admixture bar-plot of outlier loci (middle, k = 4), mtCR BAPS plot (bottom, optimal K = 3) on P.
homarus populations. Each vertical bar represents an individual
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Fig. 4 Minimum spanning network representing the phylogeographic relationship between P. homarus lineages, left: using genome wide SNPs,
right: using mtCR

while all other populations appear mixed. In contrast,
in the SNP network, the SA and MI populations are still
largely distinct, but the remaining individuals appear to
fall into two phylogeographic lineages: one found only
in NWIO, and a second diverse lineage found in EA,
NWIO and C populations. These relationships are also
shown in more detail in ML phylogenetic trees (Supplementary file 1- Fig. S4).
Secondary contacts among lineages

Individual-based analyses of potential hybridization
(undertaken using NewHybrid) revealed a number of
individuals with likely hybrid origins (Table 3). Four
individuals from SA, all morphologically identified
as P. h. rubellus, were shown to have high confidence
as being hybrids between the P. h. rubellus and P. h.
homarus genomic lineages, one individual with hybrid
morphotype (Fig. S1) from SA was also genetically
confirmed as a hybrid using SNPs. These individuals were variously assigned to most likely be derived
from F1 or F2 genetic backgrounds and had either
P. h. rubellus or P. h. homarus mtDNA (The detailed
comparison of the alternate SNP and mtDNA lineages

of these individuals can be seen in Fig. S2). Furthermore, the majority of individuals from NWIO were
shown to have a hybrid origin between the genomic
lineage found in NWIO and Central populations (supplementary file 1-Fig. S3), and the genomic lineage
found in several NWIO individuals from Oman (e.g.,
PhOm02, see Table 3). Each of these hybrid individuals
were identified to have a more complex hybrid background, including proportions of F1, F2 and substantial backcrossing.
Analysis of demographic inference

The demographic simulations of the histories of the
three divergent peripheral populations (SA, NWIO and
MI), undertaken in ∂a∂i, showed that a range of different demographic events best fitted the genomic SNP data
(Fig. 5, Table 4). These events included ancient asymmetric migration, recent secondary contact, and recent population size changes. Overall, the best-fitting demographic
models for the population pairs were as follows (Fig. 5,
supplementary file 1- Fig. S5); SA-Central: after a split
from the ancestral population, a long period of isolation,
followed by recent secondary contact with asymmetric
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Table 3 Potential hybrid individuals and their estimated genetic background. Only a few representative hybrids from NWIO are listed,
as most NWIO samples are admixed
Individuala

NewHybrid resultb

Admixture clusteringc

mtDNAd

C is P0 and SA is P1
PhZa13

F1

P. h. homarus50%-P. h. rubellus50%

P. h. homarus

PhZa16

F2

P. h. homarus50%-P. h. rubellus50%

P. h. rubellus

PhSa12

F1P1

P. h. homarus30%-P.h.rubellus70%-

P. h. rubellus

PhSa35

F2

P. h. rubellus70%P. h. homarus 30%

P. h. rubellus

PhSa77e

–

–

P. homarus

C is P0 and NWIO is P1
PhCc04

F1P1

Central%30-NWIO%70

P. homarus

PhCc12

45%F2–55%F1P1

Central-%50-NWIO%50

P. homarus

PhCd10

100%P1

NWIO100%

P. homarus

PhCd19

41%P0–29%F2–30%F2P0

Central-%50-NWIO%50

P. homarus

PhCr19

32%P1–26%F2–42%F1P1

Central%50-NWIO%50

P. homarus

PhL10

F2

Central%50-NWIO%50

P. homarus

PhOm02f

100%P1

NWIO100%

P. homarus

a

Sampling codes: Za, Sa – South Africa; Cc, Cr, L, Cd, Om (Oman) – NWIO locations

b

Posterior probabilities of belonging to different category genetic backgrounds: P1 – pure pop 1; P2 – pure pop. 2; F1 – F1 hybrid; F2 – F2 hybrid; FxPx: backcross of
Fx hybrid to population x

c

Assignment probabilities to different genetic clusters, determined by admixture LEA analysis

d

mtDNA clade

e

DArTseq genotyping for this sample was not successful

f

PhOm02 and PhCd10 are representatives pure NWIO-specific lineage

migration into SA (divergence time ~ 100 x secondary contact time). NWIO-Central: a similar model, but
with recent asymmetric secondary contact accompanied
by a population size reduction. Central-MI: after split,
early asymmetric migration to MI, followed by isolation
and population size reduction. Based on the ∂a∂i analyses, the SA P. h. rubellus was the earliest population to
diverge from the Central P. h. homarus lineage. The relative divergence times estimated from the demographic
models were (Table 4): divergence of P. h. rubellus and P.
h. homarus 14.9*2Nref (ancestral theta = 481) generations
ago; NWIO P. h megasculpta and P. h. homarus- 30*2Nref
(ancestral theta = 293) generations ago, Marquesas – P.
h. homarus- 0.2*2Nref generations ago. Each of the asymmetric migration rates were greater than ten times that
estimated for the reverse direction. Each of the peripheral populations were estimated to have population sizes
less than one half that of the Central population after initial demographic split, and both the NWIO and MI populations were estimated to have had recent population
size reductions. Demographic analyses using DIYABC
resulted in remarkably similar best-fitting demographic
histories (Supplementary file 1- Fig. S5). The P. h. rubellus
population was estimated to be the earliest diverged, with
a long period of isolation before very recent secondary
contact. The DIYABC analysis estimated that this recent

introgression was more limited in extent and occurred in
both directions (Supplementary file 1 - Fig. S5). Again,
the demographic history estimated for the NWIO population was similar, except that two pulses of immigration
were estimated, one ancient and one very recent. Finally,
the estimated history of the Marquesas population was
also very similar to that from ∂a∂i, with no recent immigration. The DIYABC analyses concurred that the peripheral populations all had lower population sizes than that
of the Central population.

Discussion
The application of SNPs for the analysis of genomic
diversity in the P. homarus complex has facilitated new
insights into the evolutionary processes occurring in
this species. Overall, the analyses reveal that this species complex exhibits a rich and dynamic pattern of
historic and present divergences and introgression,
shedding light on the diverse evolutionary processes
that contribute to high marine species diversity in the
Indo-Pacific. The study confirmed an instance of mitonuclear discordance using both genome-wide SNPs
and mitochondrial DNA sequences, highlighing the
advantage of using genome-wide SNPs coupled with
mitochondrial DNA to help understanding population
admixture.
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Fig. 5 ∂a∂i best-fit models for S. Africa-Central (SA-C), NWIO-Central (NWIO-C), and Central-Marquesas Islands (C-MI) population pairs.
A Demographic model diagrams indicating relative time since population split, relative timing and direction of asymmetric gene flow (> 10-fold
difference in m), and relative population sizes. B Joint allele frequency spectra (AFS) obtained from data. C joint AFS obtained from the best fit
model. Further detail in Supplementary file 1- Fig. S6 and Table S3

Patterns of genetic diversity and structure

Overall, the genetic diversity values observed within P.
homarus from SNP data were similar to those observed
in other spiny lobsters [12, 44]. The overall reduced levels of observed versus expected heterozygosity within
populations, although not significant, have led to generally raised FIS values. The patterns across populations
fit the overall population structure interpretations (see
below), with both higher diversity and homozygosity
in populations believed to be of mixed origin (SA &
NWIO, where high F
 IS may be due to a Wahlund effect),
and lower diversity and F
 IS in the isolated, remnant
population (MI). Similar raised FIS has been observed
in other crustacean studies, including on P. ornatus
[45], P. homarus within NWIO [12] and the widely distributed blue swimmer crab, Portunus pelagicus [46].
The genetic diversity across the population groupings of P. homarus is at its lowest in the eastern
peripheral population (MI), but highest in two of
the western peripheral populations (SA & NWIO), a

pattern consistent with the CPH which predicts that
genetic diversity should be higher in the central population than at the margins. However, the CPH is not
always a reliable explanation for the patterns of genetic
variation within populations including when there are
a lower amounts of sample date from the margins of
the population range for comparison, as in this study.
Other factors are acting in the western periphery of
this species, where secondary contacts appear to have
occurred between core and peripheral populations may
explain the observed genetic diversity pattern. Another
marine species with similarly wide Indo-Pacific distribution, the pearl oyster (Pinctada margaritifera) shows
similar partial support for CPH hypothesis, but instead
at the western margins [47].
AMOVA and pairwise F
ST analyses revealed very
strong genetic structure in the P. homarus complex. The
results confirmed the patterns of strong genetic divergence observed in mtDNA data in the previous study [9],
and revealed a common pattern of three main lineages
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Table 4 Parameter values for best fitting demographic models
Pop pair

C_SA

C_NWIO

C-MI

NWIO_SA

Model Namea

Snomig_secont

Secont_asymigsize

S_asymig_size

Snomig-size

Parametersb:
Theta

481

293

479

630

nu1

0.26

15.50

1.98

4.42

nu2

0.10

4.69

0.82

0.99

nu1b

–

0.87

2.02

1.61

nu2b

–

0.87

0.33

0.62

m12

2.15

1.07

1.96

–

m21

22.39

11.90

19.98

–

T1

14.91

30.13

0.23

1.78

T2

0.148

0.17

0.18

0.25

a

: S- split

Asymig - asymmetric migration
nomig - no migration
secont - secondary contact
size - pop. Size change
b

: Theta: for ancestral population before split (θ = 4Nrefμ)

nu1: Size of population 1 after split. nu2: Size of population 2 after split
nu1b: Size of population 1 after change. nu2b: Size of population 2 after change
m12: Migration from pop 2 to pop 1 (2*Na*m12). m21: Migration from pop 1 to pop 2
T1: Time of split (2Ne generations in past). T2: Time of secondary contact/pop. Size change (2Ne generations in past)

(SA P. h. rubellus, MI and the rest of P. homarus) (Fig. 4b).
The results also provided further genetic detail to help
unravel the complex relationship between the C and
NWIO populations (DAPC, admixture, and genotype
network; Figs. 2, 3, 4), overturning some of the recent
genetic conclusions about the NWIO population.
The new genomic analyses shed an entirely new light
on the NWIO population, once again providing support
for the existence of a distinct P. h. megasculpta genetic
lineage, and explaining the inconsistencies in previous
genetic data that questioned the genetic basis of this subspecies from this NWIO region. Previously, a distinct
morphotype and subspecies (P. h. megasculpta) had been
described [21, 22] in this region. However, more recent
genetic analyses using mitochondrial and nuclear DNA
(16S, COI, control region and ITS-1) loci, and nuclear
microsatellite data did not reveal a distinct lineage in
samples from this region [9, 10]. Instead, there appeared
to be a degree of population-level genetic differentiation,
based on differing mtDNA haplotype and nuclear allele
frequencies, although the observed degree of differentiation appeared to vary depending on the sampling locations used [9, 48, 49].
Evolutionary demographic history

The historical demographic analyses provide a much
stronger evolutionary context for interpreting the genetic
introgression between the P. h. homarus and NWIO

lineages. Both the ∂a∂i and ABC analyses indicate that
the NWIO population has experienced a long period of
genetic isolation from the remainder of P. h. homarus,
with only very recent secondary contact driving the clear
pattern of introgression observed.
Dating these evolutionary events accurately is difficult without a much stronger knowledge of rates of SNP
mutation in this species. However, the mtDNA data indicates the (now apparent) “NWIO lineage” was estimated
to have diverged between 0.6 mya [9] and 6 mya [48],
depending on calibration. Using an estimated SNP mutation rate (8*10− 8) and generation time used by Silva et al.
[16], our demographic analysis estimated a divergence
date of 1000 kya for the NWIO lineage, with a date of
secondary contact around 16 kya.
The SNP analyses confirmed the divergence between
the South African P. h. rubellus population and the adjacent P. h. homarus. From all the DAPC, admixture, network, demographic and hybrid analyses (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5,
Table 4) P. h. rubellus has consistently been identified as
having diverged a long time in the past, with very recent
secondary contact leading to limited hybridisation with P.
h. homarus from the adjacent EA coast. The SNP data has
added to our understanding of the extent, and degree of
hybridisation.
The SNP genotype network and demographic analyses indicate that the P. h. rubellus lineage has been isolated for a very considerable period of time. The previous
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mtDNA analyses suggest that this is somewhere between
3 mya [9] and 25 mya [48], depending on calibration,
while our SNP estimate is around 2 mya. The demographic analysis suggests that secondary contact has been
very recent (around 20 kya).
The introgression between the P. h. homarus and
NWIO lineages appears to have been more prominent
throughout the Iranian distribution in NWIO compared to the Oman distribution (separated by the Gulf
of Oman), which appears to have experienced comparatively little hybridization. The apparent relative isolation
of this portion of the Indo-Pacific range of this species
has been previously identified for this species [12, 48,
49] as well as for a number of other marine species (e.g.,
Torquato et al. [50]). A series of strong seasonal eddies
and upwellings along the coasts of Yemen and Oman are
known to act as a barrier to genetic connectivity, and also
promote the retention of locally-produced pelagic larvae
[49, 50]. It appears that changing patterns of currents
over long periods of time have led alternately to dispersal
of P. homarus to this NWIO region, followed by a long
period of isolation, favored by oceanographic conditions
in the Miocene and Pliocene, and then recent post-glacial
conditions that may have favored reconnection and secondary contact.
The generally isolated nature of the NWIO over the
long term was likely due to monsoonal upwellings (over
the last ~ 13 mya) along the Somali and Oman coastlines,
and is exemplified by the existence of a significant and
persistent Oxygen Minimum Zone (OMZ) in the Arabian
Sea over this long period [51]. Although the OMZ is generally a mid-water phenomenon, it can be pronounced in
the NWIO at even 25 m depth during periods of the year
[52]. There is evidence that this OMZ was considerably
strengthened during the period from late Miocene (~ 13
mya) until the Pleistocene [51]. During this period, the
Arabian Sea appears to have been somewhat isolated by
Indian Ocean currents, permitting genetic isolation in P.
homarus. In addition, the marine environmental conditions throughout the OMZ in this region were considerably different from much of the surrounding Indian Ocean
waters, likely providing strong selection pressures favouring the adaptive divergence of marine species in these
waters. Both these factors are likely to have favored the
divergence of a distinct lineage (or even subspecies) in
this NWIO region. Evidence supporting the marine distinctiveness of the NWIO region includes its recognition
as a distinct biogeographic province [53] and its recent
identification as a distinct phylogeographic region in a
reef fish using SNPs [54].
A substantial reduction of the monsoonal upwellings
along the western Indian Ocean coastline (the Somali
& Oman upwellings) occurred during the Pleistocene
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glacial maxima, prompting a decrease in the intensity of
the OMZ over these periods [51], and allowing greater
mixing of the waters of the Arabian Sea with the broader
Indian Ocean waters [55]. This change in the OMZ along
with the strengthening of South Asian Monsoon [56],
would have changed current patterns in the region during
the Pleistocene glacial maxima, likely increasing dispersal
of P. homarus phyllosoma in the northern Indian Ocean
and facilitating recent admixture between the Central (P.
h. homarus) lineage and the NWIO (P. h. megasculpta)
lineage in the NWIO region. There is recent evidence
from fish species/subspecies with restricted distributions
in the Arabian Sea, that these isolated lineages have occasionally mixed with adjacent endemic lineages to form
hybrid populations in the NWIO [50, 57, 58].
Hybrid origin of the subspecies

In the mtDNA data, NWIO individuals from Oman and
Iran had haplotypes scattered throughout the mtDNA
phylogenetic tree/network, although a number of individuals sampled from Oman clustered together in their
own clades [8–10]. In contrast, where NWIO individuals
were sampled only from the Yemeni/Omani coast, their
mtDNA haplotypes fell mostly, but not entirely, into a
distinct lineage [48]. Similarly, NWIO individuals were
much more clearly assigned to a distinct microsatellite
genetic cluster when they were derived from only the
Yemeni/Omani coast [49], than when they were derived
from both Oman and Iran [9]. Although the previous
genetic data is in fact consistent with the new interpretation, without the clear evidence of a distinct nuclear
lineage and introgression from the present SNP data, the
distinctiveness of the NWIO population and the potential legitimacy of the P. h. megasculpta subspecies could
not be supported.
All SNP analyses (PCoA, DAPC, network, and assignment, supplementary file 1- Figs. S3 & S4, Figs. 2, 3 and
4) clearly indicate the existence of strong introgression
between two distinct genetic lineages: one from the
neighboring P. h. homarus populations, but a new, distinct lineage found only in NWIO, the “NWIO lineage”.
The admixture of genetic material from these two lineages is mostly clearly revealed in the admixture plots
(Fig. 3, Supplementary file 1- Fig. S3), which clearly show
that most NWIO individuals have a mixture of both
these lineages. The admixture plot suggests many of these
sampled individuals may be F1 hybrids between the two
lineages, but more detailed hybrid analyses (undertaken
in NewHybrid, Table 3) reveal that there are a wide
range of genetic backgrounds in individuals from this
region. These range from having a “pure” NWIO lineage,
to various combinations of F1, F2 and backcrosses with
the P. h. homarus lineage, and noticeably no “pure” P. h.
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homarus lineage individuals. The “pure” NWIO lineage
individuals appear to be concentrated mostly in the samples from Oman in NWIO, suggesting that admixture
may be affected by localized differences in abundance
of individuals representing the two lineages, or localized
differences in genetic connectivity.
Unlike that observed in NWIO, only a very small proportion of P. h. rubellus individuals were found to be
hybrids (Fig. 3). The apparently relatively recent and transitory nature of this hybridization event, along with the
very abrupt geographic demarcation between the subspecies, indicates that P. h. rubellus has achieved some
level of reproductive isolation. Most evidence points to
introgression occurring predominantly into P. h. rubellus, but the genomic evidence appears to confirm that
at least some F1 hybrids are fertile, and continue to pass
on some P. h. homarus nuclear lineage into P. h. rubellus.
Given our current understanding that this subspecies is
likely adapted to the cooler water temperatures within its
range, it will be beneficial to further explore this subspecies for molecular evidence of adaptive traits, the spatial
pattern of the presence of hybrids and possible presence
of long distance adult migrations.
Previous microsatellite and mtDNA analyses of P. h.
homarus individuals from just north of the contact zone
[48, 49] reveal little evidence of hybridisation. The ∂a∂i
demographic analysis suggests that most genetic introgression is into P. h. rubellus, although the DIYABC analysis could not rule out that there could be a small degree
in both directions.
It appears that most hybridisation events in P. h. rubellus individuals were also relatively recent, with detected
hybrids most likely being F1 or F2 as well as back cross
(Table 3). One South African individual (PhZa13, Figs. 3,
S1) has mtDNA from the alternate P. h. homarus lineage
and was identified as being an F1 hybrid (from NewHybrid analysis), having a 50% SNP admixture of P. homarus
and P. h. rubellus, confirming that is it very likely to be
an F1 hybrid of a female P. h. homarus with male P. h.
rubellus. Other SA individuals (PhZa16, PhSa12, PhSa35,
Fig. 3 and Table 3) have mtDNA from the P. h. rubellus
lineage and were identified as having variable hybrid SNP
admixtures (F1 or F2, 50–70% P. h. rubellus SNP contribution), indicating that they are progeny of male P.
homarus and female P. rubellus. The demographic modeling provided additional evidence of the recent admixture of the P. homarus lineage into P. h. rubellus (Fig. 5).
A recent study with microsatellite markers in the Western Indian Ocean also has reported a degree of admixture between P. h. homarus and P. h. rubellus in the
Mozambique Channel region [49]. The existence of a low
level of admixture between these two subspecies appears
to be due to some type of strong, persistent, but partly
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permeable barrier to dispersal along the southeast African coast acting in this region, which was suggested to be
the Delagoa Bight Eddy [49]. This barrier may have arisen
during the late Miocene, when the final uplift of Madagascar, and volcanic activity along the Dave Ridge off the
East African coast, tightened the current flow along the
coast and formed the strong Mozambique eddies [59].
This barrier to gene flow appears to have recently become
semi-permeable since the LGM, through weakening during glacial phases. The periodic change in upwelling cells
and the freshwater plumes of large rivers may have also
played a role [60] in recent increased permeability of this
barrier between P. h rubellus and P. h. homarus.
Speciation patterns in marine invertebrates

Previous genetic examinations of patterns of marine
species divergence in the Indo-Pacific have concentrated on either long-diverged species (e.g., Jasus spiny
lobster: [16]) or very recently diverged populations
within a species (e.g., oyster [47]). Although informative, neither type of study captures the genetic processes occurring during speciation itself, nor how new
species barriers persist during range expansion of adjacent species, when introgression becomes more likely.
The P. homarus complex, instead, offers us a valuable
insight into the genetic interactions that occur in a
species actively undergoing speciation, with perhaps
three incipient species forming or being subsumed. It
shows that marine genetic patterns are likely to often
be more complex than the simple theoretical predictions, such as those of the CPH. This species complex
highlights some of genetic processes that are likely to
occur in marine species in this region, and addresses
the ongoing conundrum of high rates of marine speciation despite very wide dispersal [61].
Perhaps unsurprisingly for a species with such a long
pelagic dispersal, most of the subspecies divergence in P.
homarus is occurring at the peripheries of the distribution. The processes demonstrated here may be likely to
occur in many other Indo-Pacific marine species with
wide larval dispersal, although at different geographic
scales, dependent on their maximum dispersal distances.
At one extreme, in the eastern periphery of P. homarus
complex, there is an apparently relatively simple example of rare dispersal, with a degree of genetic bottleneck,
followed by allopatric divergence. The potential physical
reasons for MI population’s colonization and subsequent
isolation have been discussed previously, but in brief,
rely on historical changes in current patterns in the central Pacific [9]. Although there is no explicit evidence of
genetic adaptation in this population, it is clear that there
has not been any gene flow for a considerable period of
time, the outlier analysis shows that loci potentially under
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selection have diverged most in this population (Fig. 2b),
and its morphology has diverged to the extent that is has
previously been nominated as a potential subspecies (P.
homarus “Brown”; George, 2006). Although it appears
to contain mainly a subset of the genetic diversity of the
Central population, without further gene flow it is likely
to form a new species in due time.
At the other extreme, at the far western periphery, is a long-diverged population, that has apparently
had time to evolve adaptations to cooler waters, and a
degree of reproductive isolation. As discussed previously [9], this colonization and isolation is likely due
to temporal changes in the strength and eddies of the
predominant westerly-flowing Agulhas Current. Recent
weakening of these isolating forces appears to have
led to a north-easterly expansion of the species range,
creating a contact zone with its adjacent forebear
population. The subsequent introgression may have
interrupted this species’ journey towards full reproductive isolation, but the continuing limited extent of
this introgression appears likely to support a continued path towards eventual speciation. A more detailed
examination of evidence for molecular adaptation may
prove extremely fruitful.
In between these extremes lies the NWIO (P. h. megasculpta) population. With the aid of genomic SNP analyses, we now see that this population was likely founded
through a rare colonization event more recently than that
of P. h. rubellus. After a subsequent long period of isolation, sufficient for the emergence of a distinct genetic
lineage, it has experienced recent secondary contact at
a far earlier stage in its divergence than has P. h. rubellus. This has led to extensive introgression, and even
though this lineage had diverged sufficiently to establish
a distinct morphology, there is clearly little reproductive
isolation. It remains to be seen whether this distinct lineage persists, or whether it becomes reabsorbed into the
wider P. h. homarus population. Perhaps a close parallel
can be seen in the largely sympatric and closely-related
P. ornatus. In this species, there exists a distinct mtDNA
lineage that predominates in the western Indian Ocean,
where it likely originated, but is now also found at lower
frequencies much more widely to the east [11, 45]. We
speculate that this could be the future fate of the current
P. h. megasculpta lineage, if current levels of introgression persist.
There are a number of other examples of widely-distributed marine invertebrates with pelagic larval dispersal that have surprisingly divergent populations in the
Western Indian Ocean, which were not predicted from
morphology. These include the black-lipped pearl oyster, Pinctada margaritifera [47], swimming blue crab,
Portunus segnis [62] and the pronghorn spiny lobster,
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Panulirus penicillatus [5] all with different degrees of
divergence in their western peripheral populations.
At least one of the genetic patterns seen within the P.
homarus complex is likely to have been involved in these
divergences, although it now difficult to discern in these
species after long periods of divergence.
We suggest that the P. homarus complex is an excellent direct illustration of the active isolation and contact during the speciation process in widely distributed
marine organisms. Similar patterns of isolation and
secondary contract have been reported as occurred
among Jasus spiny lobsters [16]. For most species
examined genetically, these processes are likely to have
just begun, or we see only the final genetic end-products, but in P. homarus the processes are still in action
and observable, which provides a better insight into
some of the potential drivers of marine biodiversity in
the Indo-Pacific.

Conclusion
The P. homarus complex appears to provide an excellent demonstration of a range of speciation processes
that are likely to be common-place in other widely distributed marine invertebrates. Rather than support the
simplistic predictions of theories such as the CPH, the
genetic patterns observed here strongly suggest that
relatively complex historical demographic events have
driven the current patterns of marine biodiversity we
see in this region. This study also has implications for
the appropriate future management and aquaculture of
spiny lobsters as a valuable fisheries resource. There is
likely to be great value in using further genomic studies of this species complex to identify and understand
the role of environmental factors in adaptive speciation. Lastly, it is likely there is similar complexity in the
lineage divergence in this species in the South China
Sea region and therefore further genomic investigations with larger samples sizes from this region are
warranted.
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